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The opinion has been prepared in accordance with the Law for the Development of the

Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria. the Regulations for its lmplementation and the

Regulations for the Developmerrt of the Academic Staff at the University of Shumen.

The competition/contest for the academic position of "professor" has been announced for

the needs of Konstantin Preslavski University of Shumen. The only candidate is Assoc. Prof'

Milena Petrova Stoyanova, PhD.

For the competition Assoc. Prof. Milena Stoyanova, PhD, presents 44 scientific papers

for the period 2O1g-2O2Z.According to the attached author's reference, the candidate's scientific

output includes:

o 6 monographs, one of which is presented for the main habilitation work - "Geotourism

destinations from the European Union";

o 3 chapters of collective rnonographs published abroad in a foreign language;

o 5 textbooks and teaching aids;

. I scientific publication in publications that are referenced and indexed in world-famous

databases of scientific information (Web of Science and Scopus) published abroad in a foreign

language;

o 8 articles in scientific magazins (including 5 in a foreign language, of which 5 published

abroad);

c 21 reporls from scientific conferences and articles in proceedings (including 8 in a

foreign language, of which 5 published abroad).

The analysis of the reference to the scientific publications shows that Assoc' Prof. Milena

Stovanova. PhD is:



'/ sole author of 2 textbooks (40% of the textbooks);

,/ sole author and first co-author of 3 articles (37.5% of the articles);

./ sole author and flrst co-author of l4 reports (66,67% of the reports)'

Accordingtotheauthor'sreferencepresentedbythecandidate'theindependent

publications and those with parlicipation as the first author predominate' Their share is 60%o'

and the share of works as a second co-author - 3I%'

The reference to the citations shows that the author has been c\ted 52 times' The

publications provided for the cornpetition are the worl< of Assoc' Prof' M' Stoyanova and no

plagiarism has been established.

Assoc. Prof. M. Stoyanova, PhD is distinguished by great creative activity' In the last four

years, her scientific activity has impressed not only with the number, but also with the variety

of issues. The main research interests of Assoc. Prof. Dr' M' Stoyanova are in the field of

geograplry, regional development and toLrrisrn' The proposed publications can be referred to

three thernatic areas: l/ natural geography (5),21 socio-economic geography (ll) and 3l

regional development (6) and regional studies of the factors and conditions for tourism

development (22)'

The publications proposed for review use a variety of general and private scientific

methods for scientific research of the problems. It is noteworthy that the candidate uses both

methods described in the scientific literature and those adapted or specially developed by her

for research purposes. Much ofthe research is based on personally conducted empirical research

in the form of field and survey research'

Most of the candidate's publications are in the field of tourism (3'1', 5'3',5'4" 5'5'' 8'1''

8.2..8.10.' 8'l|.. 8.|2..8'15'.8.16',8.17'. 8'18.,8.21,,8.22.,8.24.,8.25.,8'27.,8.28.,8.29.,

20.2..20.3)and regional development (8.3., 8.4.. 8.5.. 8.7., 8.8., 8.23). Their main contributing

character can be found in:

and approaches and methods used for this type of research;

individual countries and especially from the point of view of tourism;the essence of the world

tourist space and the place of the individual countries and regions in it; the role of geopolitical

impacts on tourism; the specifics and the characteristic features of the tourist destination' its

typology, classification of its tourist resources and the possibilities for their assimilation;

Significant are the publications related to the research of the geographical distribution of

international tourism, the conditions. factors and resources for the development of tourism, the



overview of the main trends in the development of tourism and tourism; analysis and

interpretation of the main elernerrts of the tourist space - tourist areas and regions, tourist centers

and tourist routes;

The monograph Guide to Accessible Tourism (for people with disabilities) is the first of

its kind in Bulgaria. lt embraces the idea that everyone's access to tourism facilities, products

and services must be a central part of any responsible and sustainable tourism policy. Forthe

first time, the regulatory framework for creating an accessible tourist environment for people

with disabilities is being clarified'

The monograph Geotourism destinations from the European Union emphasizes the role

and importance of natural resource potential, population and economy for the development of

geotourism destinations. The peculiarities of the development of tourism in the tenitorial plan

of leading European countries with their establishment as geotourism destinations are also

cons i dered.

The second thematic area is related to socio-economic geography (5.1.,5.2.,7.1.,8'6',

8.9.. 8.14., 8.19., 8.26., 9.1., 9.2., 9.3). The presented publications form a fundamental

knowledge of the place and role of tourism in the general economic processes and the relations

with other spheres of society. Some of the more important contributions to these publications

that can be highlighted are:

- the fact that tourism is considered as a modern social and economic phenomenon' as a

system and interaction of its main elements and subjects;

- profiles of SpA visitors coming from the main markets have been created, which can

help owners and managers of SPA centers to improve and optimize their market efforts for

better econom ic results;

- based on the results of the analysis and evaluation of the image of Bulgaria as a spa and

wef lness destination, a plan has been developed for the organization of the activity for building

and maintaining its recognizable image;

- there is a strong emphasis on the imporlance of transport services as a key structural

element of any tourist trip. For the first time, the types of transport in tourism, and their

historical development are examined in such detail, and current statistics are given.

Some of the scientific papers submitted forreview are in the field of natural geography

(8,13,, g.20.,20.1.,21.1.,21.2). The main contributing moments inthe presented publications

are related to the presentation of modern results for the morphotectonic evolution and the

modern appearance of the eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula; the origin, the Quaternary

morphotectonic evolution and the modern morphostructure of the Bulgarian continental



micfoplate. It is of great importance that the realized researches are based on the modern

tectonic concept fbr plate rnobility and on the basis of the modern principles for studying the

tectonics of the plates by applying the morphostructural analysis.

This thernatic area also includes two textbooks, of which Assoc' Prof' Stoyanova is the

sole author - GeneralNatural Geography and Landscape Science.

The textbook General Natural Geography deals with the problems of natural geography -

general information about the Earth, the structure and properties of the lithosphere, pedosphere,

atmosphere, hydrosphere and biosphere, their relationship and the formation of the Earth's

geographical envelope. General information about the relief of the Earth's surface is given,

genetic types and fonns of the relief are described, their formation and geographical

distribution. The contribution of the textbook is that it shows the dynamics of natural processes

and. analyzes various functional relationships between them, examines modern ideas about the

nature of the geographical envelope of the Earth as an environment forhuman society'

The textbook Landscape Studies outlines the theoretical foundations oflandscape science

and its main directions, analyzes the geographical structure of the landscapes of the Earth and

Bulgaria. The presentation of the ideas about the spatio-temporal structure of the geographical

envelope can be singled out as contributions; revealing the current state of the natural

environment in Butgaria, which provides a basis for the development of furlher in-depth studies

of their functioning and dynamics, etc.

The review of the scientific worl< of Assoc. Prof. Milena Stoyanova confirms the belief

that she is an initiative, productive scientistwith alot of knowledge and skills, with extensive

research experience in the fleld of geography, regional development and tourism'

Assoc. prof. Milepa Stoyanova. PhD is a long-time established and respected lecturer at

the University of Shumen. She successfully combines science with teaching. Currently, she is

lecturing in nearly 20 subjects in the specialities in the Bachelor's degree - "Geography and

Regional Politics", "Tourism", "Russian Phitology and Tourism", aS well as in the Master's

degree - ,,Regional Development and Tourism", "Local History", "cultural and Historical

Heritage and Tourism". From the attached reference, it is evident that Assoc. Prof. Stoyanova

has developed several new lecture courses in bachelor's and master's programs. To prepare

students in these disciplines, Assoc. Prof. Stoyanova has developed 5 textbooks and teaching

aids. She is a sought-after and respected scientist and educator' Successfully organizes and

guides students to participate in research pro.iects, conferences, and student research sessions'

as well as publis5ing the resulls of her research work with them in specialized journals and

journals. ln the perio d 2018-2022 she is the scientific supervisor of l0 graduates.



Assoc. prof. Stoyanova has extensive experience parlicipating in university, national and

international projects. This proves her high appreciation of her scientific and social skills and

competencies.

In conclusion, I would like to note that Assoc. Prof. Milena Stoyanova' PhD meets the

minimum national requirements for research and teaching and has all the necessary qualities to

be awarded the academic position of "professor"' Assoc' Prof' Stoyanova is an established

scientist with a clearly defined profile of research activity'

In consideration of the above, I would like to recommend to the Honorable Scientific Jury

to vote for the election of Assoc. prof. Milena Petrova Stoyanova, PhD to the academic position

of "Professor" in higher education 4. NatrrraI Sciences, Mathematics and Informatics'

Professional4.4. Earth Sciences (Geography and Regional Development) for the needs of

Konstantin Preslavski University of Shumen'

Shumen, June 17,2022.

Prof. Svetla Stankova, PhD


